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OVERVIEW 

For a touch of true 
Bahamian culture 
with hints of its British 
colonial roots, the 
Bahamian islands 
of the Abacos do 
not disappoint. The 
opening of Baker’s 
Bay in Great Guana 
Cay has invited larger 
yachts to discover this 
charming destination. 
With calm, turquoise 
seas, golf courses, miles 
of pristine beaches and 
great fishing and diving, 
this 120-mile island 
chain offers the perfect 
Bahamian experience.
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/ THE  ABACOS / 

MARSH HARBOUR

As the commercial center of the Abacos islands, Marsh Harbour 

offers two airports and a selection of shops, restaurants and 

amenities, including the single stoplight to be found in the Out 

Islands. Visit the Abaco Beach Resort, which caters to the yacht 

and sportfi shing scene. Nearby Little Harbour offers lovely 

white sand beaches as well as a bronze art foundry created 

by the late bronze sculptor Randolph Johnston. His son, Pete, 

continues this tradition using a 5,000-year-old wax process. 

Complete your gallery visit with a stop at Pete’s Pub for seafood 

and Caribbean cocktails right on the beach. 



/ THE ABACOS / 

HOPE TOWN

The small village of Hope Town 

on Elbow Cay is famous for its 

lighthouse and excellent surfi ng. 

Settled by British Loyalists seeking 

refuge during the American 

Revolution, Hope Town boasts 

many historic houses, monuments 

and cemeteries that date back 

to the 1700s. The best means to 

explore the island is by golf cart 

or bicycle, both of which can be 

rented. Watersports enthusiasts 

should not miss the chance to 

explore the Cay’s undersea park via 

a diving or snorkeling excursion.

MAN-O-WAR CAY

The dry (you’ll fi nd no alcohol for 

sale here) island of Man-O-War 

Cay is home to hard-working boat 

builders who can trace their roots 

back to the 1870s. The opening 

of a Heritage Museum and the 

accompanying annual Heritage 

Festival has brought more visitors 

to the quiet island, which offers 

a spectacular walking path that 

leads you to several breathtaking 

spots where you’ll feel like you’re 

the only soul in the world. Divers 

will appreciate a visit to the 1862 

wreckage of the USS Adirondack to 

the northeast of the island.



/ THE  ABACOS / 

GREAT GUANA

The six-mile-long Guana Cay 

is home to the famous Nipper’s 

Beach Bar & Grill, a must-visit 

for a dip in the pool or beach and 

a frosty cocktail. Don’t miss the 

Sunday Wild Boar Roasts. Known 

for excellent deep-water fi shing 

and back country marshes for 

bonefi shing, the Abacos islands 

will delight expert fi shermen and 

novices alike. Bonefi shing may test 

your patience, but once you get one 

you’re hooked.

TREASURE CAY

Treasure Cay is known for one of 

the best beaches in the Caribbean, 

which says a lot considering almost 

every beach in the entire Bahamas 

island chain is exquisite. Rent 

a golf cart and explore the little 

town of Treasure Cay, where the 

locals will treat you to delicious 

Bimini bread and homemade 

conch chowder. Then fi nd a spot on 

the expansive deserted beach and 

relax in Paradise.



/ THE ABACOS / 

GREEN TURTLE CAY

Named for the once-abundant 

population of green turtles, Green 

Turtle Cay is 3 miles long and 

½-mile wide. This island slip is 

the most populous of the Abacos 

and welcomes visitors from far 

and wide year round. A popular 

wedding destination, Green Turtle 

Cay hosts the annual Green Turtle 

Festival and is home to the Albert 

Lowe Museum. Its picturesque 

village of New Plymouth can be 

walked from end to end in less 

than 15 minutes. Don’t miss a sip 

of the national drink, the Goombay 

Smash, at Miss Emily’s Blue Bee Bar.





OVERVIEW 

The breathtaking island 
chain of The Bahamas 
spans 500 miles and 
comprises over 700 
islands and 2400 cays. 
Rimmed by one of the 
world’s great barrier 
reefs, these sheltered 
waters invite relaxed 
cruising, undersea 
exploration, fishing, 
snorkeling, watersports 
and plenty of colorful 
culture. For a truly 
idyllic retreat, plan a 
visit to the Exumas, a 
small island chain of 
natural splendor and 
casual luxury. 
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ALLEN CAY

Just a few hours’ cruise over the sapphire-hued Exuma Bank, Allen 

Cay is situated just north of the protected Exuma Cays Land and Sea 

Park. Here, rare rock iguanas serve as your welcoming committee, 

the fi rst of several unique animal encounters you’ll experience on 

this cruise. This thin slip of an island is accessible only by boat and 

offers a taste of the natural splendor to be found throughout the 365 

mostly uninhabited islands and islets of the Exumas.

HIGHBOURNE CAY

Known affectionately as the Gateway 

to the Exumas, the privately owned 

island of Highbourne Cay is nestled in 

the Exuma Sound. This 3-mile-long 

island is shaped like the letter H and 

offers one of the highest elevations 

in all of the Exumas. Renowned 

for its natural beauty and pristine 

beaches, Highbourne Cay is also home 

to the rare Bahamian stromatolite 

formations, living relatives of the 

Earth’s oldest reefs. Off the northwest 

shore, the remnants of a 16th century 

shipwreck – possibly one of the oldest 

wrecks in the Americas – awaits 

exploration by divers and snorkelers.

/ THE  EXUMAS / 



NORMAN'S CAY

This island’s claim to fame lies in 

its history as the once-bustling 

headquarters for Carlos Lehder’s 

cocaine smuggling operation. 

Today it enjoys a much quieter life 

highlighted by its breathtaking 

bays, beaches, lagoons and 

expansive views. A perfect locale 

from which to spend the day 

fi shing, shelling on a nearby 

beach or simply relaxing with a 

good book, Norman’s Cay does 

offer one obligatory activity: a 

snorkeling excursion through the 

partially-submerged remains of 

a drug smuggling Curtiss C-46 

Commando. 



/ THE  EXUMAS / 

WARDERICK WELLS

Once a pirate’s hideaway, Warderick 

Wells serves as the headquarters of 

the Exumas Land and Sea Park, due to 

its wide variety of naturally occurring 

ecosystems. Explore the skeleton of 

a 53-foot sperm whale and over 7 

miles of hiking trails. Hike Boo Boo 

Hill, the island’s highest point, for 

scenic vistas and driftwood souvenirs 

left by visitors before you, or explore 

the beaches and reefs that provide 

for fabulous snorkeling. Mid-island, 

visit the ruins of an 18th century 

plantation. To the south is Pirate’s 

Lair, a hidden anchorage where 

Blackbeard and company once laid 

their sleeping mats while their ships 

sat concealed in what is now the South 

Mooring Field. 

SHROUD CAY

One off-the-beaten path spot is Shroud Cay, an uninhabited island, 

which has a breathtaking beach of its own. Here you can do an 

amazing drift dive along Wax Cut Cay at the northern end of the 

island where the corals are stunning. Nearby, another uninhabited 

island, Hawksbill Cay, offers hiking, soft sand beaches, and 

plenty of opportunities for snorkeling and diving.



/ THE EXUMAS / 

HARBOUR ISLAND

Harbour Island in north Eleuthera 

is another Bahamian island 

worth visiting. Home to unique 

boutiques and the famous Pink 

Sands beach and resort, Harbour 

Island is best explored by golf cart. 

A cruise along the underwater 

rock formation called the Devil’s 

Backbone is an amazing trip to do 

on a yacht or on a tender as well. 

The coral heads are clearly visible 

and it’s easy to appreciate how 

close you are to the beach and to 

the coral heads themselves. At the 

end of the day, head to Ramora Bay 

for a cocktail as the sun sets.

COMPASS CAY

With 176 square miles of no-
take zone, snorkeling within 
The Exuma Cays Land and Sea 
Park boundaries is unsurpassed. 
Grouper, conch, spiny lobster, 
nurse sharks, rays and sea turtles 
abound. The high cays of the 
Rocky Dundas feature interior 
caves offering exceptional 
snorkeling experiences. At the 
north end of Compass Cay, 
Rachel’s Bubble Bath is a famous 
natural whirlpool worth the 
visit. From Compass Cay cruise 
the inviting shallow waters of 
Pipe Creek to Big Major’s Spot, 
where you can spend the day 
hobnobbing with the famous 
swimming pigs.

STANIEL CAY

Near Staniel Cay, Thunderball 

Grotto is renowned for 

good reason. Dip inside and 

experience the surreal as schools 

of fi sh encircle you and the cave 

sparkles with sunlight streaming 

in from an opening above. Visit 

the Staniel Cay Yacht Club for a 

cocktail and seaworthy tales.
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OVERVIEW 

A smattering of 
charming islands and 
cays scattered like 
emeralds across the 
blue, the British Virgin 
Islands (BVI) have long 
enticed sailors to their 
shores with their calm 
clear waters, fair winds, 
natural splendor and 
rum-soaked bars. Ideal 
for family cruising, 
diving expeditions and 
adventure seekers, the 
calm winds and short 
distances between 
islands make the BVI 
the quintessential 
Caribbean paradise. 
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/ THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS / 

TORTOLA

Tortola delivers the fi rst picture-

perfect glimpse of the BVI. Drop 

anchor at Soper’s Hole Marina, the 

once upon a time headquarters 

of pirates and buccaneers and 

now sparkling superyacht stop 

complete with colorful boutique 

shops, warm wooden walkways, 

and Danish breakfast joints. Apple 

Bay is a sublime surfer’s paradise, 

boasting some of the best waves 

in the area. Take a private lesson 

and learn to glide on water, or fi nd 

pure relaxation in the shade of the 

Banyan trees. 

COOPER ISLAND

This darling gem of an island offers a protected anchorage, white 

sand beach and superb snorkeling and diving sites. Take the kayak 

along the shoreline or visit the Cooper Island Beach Club.

SALT ISLAND

Steeped in history, the one-mile-by-one-mile Salt Island is known 

for being the site of the infamous Wreck of the Rhone. This iron 

sailing ship sank in 1867 and is now an excellent snorkeling and 

dive site. The once inhabited island is now completely deserted, 

but worth a visit for a hike and a visit to the salt ponds.



/ THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS / 

PETER ISLAND

This classic Caribbean island’s 

past visitors include Christopher 

Columbus, Blackbeard and Sir 

Francis Drake. As a prestigious 

private resort, Peter Island invites 

you to spend the afternoon 

immersed in spa bliss. Soak in 

a heavenly lavender hibiscus 

mineral bath, enjoy a diamond rose 

massage, or a citrus drench body 

wrap. Afterwards, linger on one 

of the fi ve picture-perfect private 

beaches and go snorkeling along 

White Bay.

NORMAN ISLAND

Steeped in pirate lore and rife with 

tales of buried treasure, Norman 

Island is said to be the real-life 

Treasure Island that Robert Louis 

Stevenson made so famous. Rocky 

headlands, secret bays and hidden 

cays set the scene for taking a 

tender to shore and snorkeling 

through the caves close to The 

Bight. Spend the day snorkeling, 

exploring and learning all about 

the fascinating history of Norman 

Island. Wander the plantation ruins 

or kick back on the fi ne white sands 

by the Pirates Bight Restaurant.

JOST VAN DYKE

Jost Van Dyke is a mirage of white 

sands, sun dappled waters, and 

casual grace. Known for its casual 

lifestyle, waterfront restaurants 

and bars, protected anchorages and 

fi ne beaches, Jost Van Dyke truly 

is the “barefoot island.” Tender to 

Sandy Cay, where the long stretch 

of pristine, white-sand beach is 

often uninhabited. Snorkel around 

the cool caves, home to a plethora 

of marine creatures. Lounge in a 

hammock and sip a rum punch 

while the Calypso beats play.



/ THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS / 

ANEGADA

The remote Anegada is the second 

largest island in the BVI and is the 

northernmost of the archipelago. 

Formed of coral and limestone, this 

island is fl at and low, in contrast to 

its volcanic and more mountainous 

brothers and sisters. Here you’ll 

enjoy miles of pristine beaches, and 

divers will delight in the 18-mile 

Horseshoe Reef, the largest barrier 

coral reef in the Caribbean.

NORTH SOUND

A picture of natural splendor, in 

North Sound the ocean becomes 

your playground and the horizon 

melds with the sky in a vision of 

pure blue. Bright and bountiful 

villas look fl ush against the oceanic 

backdrop and the protected 

anchorage ensures fair winds 

and soft sunshine throughout the 

day. Many spots around the North 

Sound are only accessible by boat, 

so take the tender from Gun Creek 

to Biras Creek for a breathtaking 

view from the hilltop. Spend some 

time here visiting the small islets 

known as The Dogs. The three 

islets are national parks and offer 

excellent snorkeling and diving.

VIRGIN GORDA

Virgin Gorda, with its swaying 

palms and sugary sands is the 

third largest island in the BVI. 

Close to Devil’s Bay is The Baths, a 

pure white beach strewn with giant 

granite boulders housing gin-clear 

rock pools. This archeological 

wonder was carved from volcanic 

rock and many centuries of 

weathering. Ladders, steps and 

handrails guide you above and 

under the grottos, tunnels and 

arches. Explore Prickly Pear 

National Park where cactus-covered 

hills roll to meet the North Beach. 

Grab a bite at the Yacht Club Costa 

Smeralda overlooking the water.



/ THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS / 

MARINA CAY

This 8-acre island was uninhabited 

until 1937 and carries with it an 

interesting history, having once 

also been owned by Jose Cuervo 

Tequila and referred to as “Cuervo 

Nation.” Today it is the site of the 

famous Pusser’s Marina Cay Resort. 

SCRUB ISLAND

Scrub Island is a blissful retreat 

offering the perfect sign-off from a 

week of boundless adventure in the 

BVI. Take a diving trip to explore 

historic wrecks in the silent navy 

depths, or hike up Big Scrub to 

see the tiny volcanic island from a 

different vantage point. Discover 

natural healing at the Ixora Spa – 

perched on a hill with balmy blue 

views. Lose yourself in amazing 

Ayurveda treatments, heady 

frangipani massages, and purifying 

papaya scrubs. Take a couple’s 

spa journey where healing hands 

comes with champagne. As the 

sun sets, celebrate with a candlelit 

dinner on the beach with spiced 

lobster, rum-marinated shrimp, 

mango cheesecake and lashings of 

Caribbean rum and fi ne wine. 
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OVERVIEW 

The Sunshine 
State’s landscape of 
splayed palms and 
expansive beaches is 
complemented by iconic 
superyachts, famous 
art events, world-class 
dining, and pulsing 
nightlife. The blend of 
majestic Miami style, 
millionaire mansions, 
the mysticism of the 
Everglades, and the 
eccentricity of Key West 
captivates all who visit. 
From South Florida to 
Bimini, there's a whole 
world awaiting discovery 
just beyond the shore. 
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/ SOUTH FLORIDA & BIMINI / 

PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

Stately mansions, luscious golf 

courses and upscale restaurants 

hosting throngs of pearl-laden 

ladies set the tone for the old-

money culture that defi nes Palm 

Beach. The annual Palm Beach 

Food and Wine Festival has 

attracted young culinary talent 

to the once-sleepy island of Palm 

Beach and restaurants like Chef 

Clay Conley’s Grato, Imoto and 

buccan; Chef Matthew Byrne’s 

Kitchen, or Chef Lindsay Autry’s 

The Regional Kitchen & Public 

House draw locals and foodies 

to their tables nightly. Check out 

the Bohemian-inspired scene of 

Northwood and peruse rare fi nds 

along Antique Row. Home to the 

annual Palm Beach International 

Boat Show, Palm Beach is a 

yachting mecca with a decidedly 

carefree atmosphere.



/ SOUTH FLORIDA & BIMINI / 

MIAMI, FLORIDA

The epicenter of art, culture and 

luxurious events, Miami is the place 

for shopping, dining and culture. 

Yachts line the Miami Beach Marina 

and you can rub shoulders with the 

elite on Ocean Drive. Peruse the 

shelves at The Webster for iconic 

swimwear and dazzling accessories. 

For dining with a fl amboyant twist, 

Argentinian-inspired cuisine meets 

contemporary art style at Los Fuegos 

in the Faena Hotel. Art afi cionados 

will love the trendy Wynwood 

district, where hip new restaurants, 

edgy graffi ti murals and pop-up 

galleries keep this creative Art Deco 

city at the forefront of art and design.

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA

The “Venice of America,” Fort Lauderdale is a sophisticated city 

with a growing culinary and art scene. Crisscrossed by peaceful, 

winding waterways lined with stately waterfront homes, Fort 

Lauderdale lays claim as one of the yacht capitals of the world and 

caters to its yachting enthusiast population with high fashion, 

haute cuisine and glittering gala events. Tour the Venetian-like 

canals and sip a bellini at the waterfront Secret Garden at the 

exclusive Pillars hotel, or slurp oysters and champs at G&B Oyster 

Bar. Enjoy live entertainment after a day of deep sea fi shing, 

relaxing at the beach, or shopping on Las Olas Boulevard.



/ SOUTH FLORIDA & BIMINI / 

KEY WEST, FLORIDA

A haven for creative types, the 

eclectic and colorful city of Key 

West is site of the home where 

Ernest Hemingway penned 

novels amidst six-toed cats whose 

descendants continue to roam the 

property to this day. Spend the 

afternoon snorkeling or diving 

amidst the coral and crevices at 

Rock Key. Catch the sunset and 

street performers in Mallory 

Square before diving into the 

never-ending celebration that is 

Duval Street. 

KEY LARGO, FLORIDA

The largest of the Keys, Key Largo 

inspires divers from across the 

globe to explore the bright and 

bountiful seabed formations found 

just off its coast. Spend your days 

discovering the deep blue sea 

or sport fi shing on the artifi cial 

reef, and don’t leave without 

succumbing to the well-earned 

fuss of the sharp and creamy Key 

Lime pie. For high class dining and 

entertainment after drying off, 

head to the prestigious members-

only Ocean Reef Club. 

ISLAMORADA, FLORIDA

For deep-sea fi shing against 

a stunning island backdrop, 

Islamorada juxtaposes the laid-

back fi shing lifestyle with gourmet 

dining and world-class resorts 

and spas. Perhaps intentionally, 

this unassuming area could easily 

be missed enroute to Key West. 

Comprised of six tiny islands 

bursting with quirky shops, 

eateries and everything necessary 

for a day on the water, Islamorada 

is the hidden gem of the Keys, 

where a salty day of fi shing is 

capped with a cigar and cognac on 

the porch at Pierre’s as the sun sets. 



/ SOUTH FLORIDA & BIMINI / 

BIMINI, THE BAHAMAS

The “Gateway to the Bahamas,” Bimini is best known as being 

the Bahamas’ best fi shing and diving grounds. Bimini is 

heaven sent for snorkelers, divers and fi shermen, as well as 

those seeking the legendary Bimini Road, a spot claimed to 

be part of the Lost City of Atlantis. Hours fall off the horizon 

when you are grazing on citrus-spiced conch salad, kayaking 

across the blue, and swimming in gin-colored waters with 

wild Atlantic dolphins. Bimini has inspired many, including 

Ernest Hemingway, who spent much time chasing giant marlin, 

throwing back rums with the locals and enjoying a simpler life. 
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OVERVIEW 

Cuba is an intricate and 
exciting time capsule 
that is now yours to 
explore in a way some 
never imagined possible. 
With its rich culture, 
inspiring history and 
culinary delights which 
would make even the 
most seasoned travelers 
swoon, Cuba is like no 
other. Our mysterious 

and enchanting 
Caribbean neighbor to 
the south is a romantic 
adventure whose time 
has finally come.
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KEY WEST

Start your yacht adventure on the shores 

of Key West. With its pastel painted conch-

style houses and unique charm, Key West 

is a place like no other. Enjoy a cocktail in 

Ernest Hemingway’s favorite hangout or 

stroll down Duval Street and experience 

its offbeat collection of shops, bars and 

cafes. Exploring this laid back city, which 

welcomes every sunset with a celebration, 

is the perfect way to start your adventure.

/ CUBA / 

/ CUBA / 



HAVANA

An unprecedented city, old and new, 

unique and unusual. Unlike many 

cities, Havana understands how to 

preserve its architectural heritage 

and its colonial past. The famous 

Old Havana, where the city began 

more than fi ve centuries ago, is one 

of the best preserved architectural 

ensembles of the Americas. The 

blend between African and Spanish 

footprints makes it one of the most 

unique cities in Latin America. It is 

also a fountain of inspiration for poets 

and musicians alike. This city is a 

must-see when discovering Cuba and 

all its splendor.

C U B A

/ CUBA / 



SANTIAGO DE CUBA

As the most Caribbean city in Cuba, 

Santiago de Cuba is known for its 

fusion of cultures, coming from 

a mixture of Spanish, African, 

French, Haitians and West Indians. 

The singular beauty of Santiago’s 

landscapes, the nearby sea and 

mountains, the lively atmosphere, 

and its friendly inhabitants are 

characteristics which distinguish 

the city and make it one of Cuba’s 

most desirable destinations.

/ CUBA / 



HOLGUIN

As you walk in the footsteps of 

Christopher Columbus’, and his 

entrance into the New World, you’ll 

see for yourself why he believed 

that it was “the most beautiful land 

human eyes had ever seen”. The 

city has a history of more than fi ve 

centuries and some of the most 

picturesque scenes Cuba has to 

offer.

PINAR DEL RIO

Famous as the land that produces 

the world’s best tobacco, Pinar del 

Rio offers a landscape of unusual 

and incomparable beauty, from 

the highest mountains to the 

sea fl oor. This stunning region 

is characterized by its valleys, 

mountains, caves, rivers, cliffs and 

fertile land. Due to all its natural 

splendor, Pinar del Rio is known as 

Cuba’s Natural Cathedral.

/ CUBA / 



/ CUBA / 

CIENFUEGOS

Nicknamed the Pearl of the 

South after its magnifi cent bay, 

Cienfuegos is considered to be 

the architectural jewel of the 

nineteenth century. The city’s 

ports are bathed by the Caribbean 

Sea and a beautiful bay. It is also 

rich in palaces, parks, theaters, 

churches and a Promenade that 

extends almost to the sea and is 

a daily meeting point for visitors 

and inhabitants alike.

MATANZAS

Since its birth, Matanzas has 

been known as “The Venice of 

Cuba” because of its many bridges 

and as “The Athens of Cuba” 

because of its many poets. It also 

proudly boasts of one of the best 

beaches in the world: Varadero, 

a masterpiece of nature. The 

fi ne white sand and its warm 

transparent waters makes it 

one of the most important and 

recognized beaches in the world.



CAMAGUEY

The charm of this city can be 

found in its unique combination of 

Spanish and Arabic architecture 

characterized by winding narrow 

streets and alleys. Step outside the 

city and you’ll fi nd breathtaking 

beaches of white sand and 

transparent waters. 

/ CUBA / 
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OVERVIEW 

There’s nothing quite 
like summer cruising 
in New England. 
Silent misty mornings 
interrupted only by 
the distant clang of 
a buoy, cobblestone 
streets whispering 
history’s secrets and 
rugged coastal cliffs that 
make even seasoned 
sailors wary blend 
together to create the 
perfect mélange that 
defines this beautiful 
northeastern region. 
From The Hamptons to 
Boston, the New England 
coastline awaits.
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/ NEW ENGLAND / 

THE HAMPTONS

Stretching out into the Long Island 

Sound, The Hamptons comprise 

the area of Southampton and 

East Hampton at the end of the 

island. Just a 90-minute drive from 

Manhattan, these villages and 

hamlets have long enticed the city’s 

elite with their dramatic beaches, 

stunning summer mansions, and 

countryside vibe. Bursting with 

quirky shops, antique dealers 

and enticing roadside stands, 

The Hamptons will melt your 

heart with a slice of summertime 

rhubarb pie and captivate your 

spirit with its endless offering of 

festivals and celebrations.

OYSTER BAY, NEW YORK

Situated on Long Island’s north 

shore, the quaint hamlet of 

Oyster Bay is where you’ll fi nd the 

Sagamore Hill National Historic 

Site, once home to the town’s most 

famous resident, Teddy Roosevelt. 

Oyster lovers will pine for the 

annual summer Oyster Bay Festival. 

This seaside village offers an 

enviable array of shops, galleries, 

spas and activities as well as a 

thriving dining and nightlife scene.

SAG HARBOR, NEW YORK

Centrally located in the casual-

luxe region of The Hamptons, the 

tiny village of Sag Harbor is rich in 

cultural activities and takes great 

pride in its heritage, having been 

both a whaler’s port and writer’s 

colony. Here you can take a guided 

tour of the Marine Park and visit 

the gourmet shops, boutiques and 

restaurants that line Main Street. 

Discover the Sag Harbor Whaling 

and Historical Museum to learn 

more about this town’s history as 

the fi rst commercial port in the 

U.S. Don’t miss a comedy show, 

musical or special event at Bay 

Street Theater, a playhouse that 

rivals Broadway in its productions.



NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND

Dotted with charming fi shing 

villages, breathtaking anchorages 

and bustling cities, Rhode Island’s 

most popular yachting destination 

is Newport, a town dedicated to 

seafaring. Do the Cliff Walk past 

the palatial mansions overlooking 

the crashing waves below and 

sip wine and slurp oysters at any 

of the many upscale restaurants 

that line the water. Newport is 

home to many summer festivals 

and regattas for boats large and 

small and has played host to the 

America’s Cup races as well. Don’t 

miss the opportunity to brunch at 

Castle Hill or indulge in a private 

clam bake at Rose Island.

MYSTIC, CONNECTICUT

Nestled between New York and Boston, this popular vacation 

destination offers something for the whole family. Explore the 

charming Mystic Seaport with its maritime museum, shops and 

delightful dining options. The Mystic Aquarium offers indoor and 

outdoor exhibits with exotic marine life from the world’s oceans. 

Just a short drive away are the famous Mohegan Sun and Foxwood 

Resort casinos. The Mystic Bridge historic district offers its share of 

dining, shopping and nightlife, sprinkled amidst the classic New 

England clapboard-house charm that begs to be explored.
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FISHERS ISLAND, NEW YORK

Just off the southeastern coast of 

Connecticut, Fishers Island is a 

private seasonal resort island that 

offers a quiet pace and natural 

splendor. The once-thriving 

lobstering community still boasts 

several lobster businesses and 

the Fishers Island Oyster Farm, 

established in 1959, is the island’s 

only major farm. Attractions 

include a marina, museum, yacht 

club and golf course. Embodying 

the small-town feel of yesteryear, 

the one-mile-wide by nine-miles-

long Fishers Island is a hidden gem 

of Americana worth discovering. 

BLOCK  ISLAND, RHODE ISLAND

Dramatic cliffs, 17 miles of beaches, 

and iconic lighthouses, Block 

Island feels like a world away. Rent 

scooters to explore this island via 

scenic country roads that take 

you within view of spectacular 

bluffs, sand dunes, and incredible 

landscapes. Jump in the ocean 

from one of ‘Block’s’ fabulous sandy 

or rocky beaches, or go fi shing for 

striped bass. Tour the lighthouses. 

Perched on a hill, The Atlantic Inn 

is the spot to enjoy the sunset and a 

glass of wine from the Adirondack 

chairs on the lawn.

MARTHA'S VINEYARD, 
MASSACHUSETTS

Lighthouses, farmers’ markets, 

colorful gingerbread cottages… 

Martha’s Vineyard is the 

quintessential New England 

destination. Tour the Edgartown 

harbor to view some of the most 

gorgeous homes in the nation. 

Take a bike ride past the the cute 

homes in Oak Bluffs and snap a 

photo of one of the many beautiful 

lighthouses at sunset. From the 

beautiful beaches to old world 

taverns and world-class spas, every 

aspect of Martha’s Vineyard begs to 

be explored and enjoyed.
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BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Walk in the colonists’ footsteps 

and wind down with a cup of 

“chowda”. This vibrant, thriving 

city is renowned for its cultural 

facilities, world-class educational 

institutions, and champion sports 

franchises, as well as its position at 

the forefront of American history. 

Enjoy the waterfront with its pubs, 

restaurants and boutiques. Visit the 

Public Garden for a swan boat ride. 

Walk the Freedom Trail to discover 

the important sites in our nation’s 

history. Culinary experiences are 

second to none in Boston, where 

authentic Italian and Irish cuisine 

meet mouthwatering seafood 

offerings in celebration of the many 

cultures that call this city home.

NANTUCKET, MASSACHUSETTS

Once a major whaling port, the 

tiny island of Nantucket now boasts 

well preserved cobblestone streets 

leading to opulent mansions, 

antique stores, art galleries and 

elegant boutiques. Try surfi ng off 

one of the many beautiful beaches 

or explore the towns outside the 

Nantucket Boat Basin, all of which 

are accessible by a network of bike 

paths. Nantucket offers a wide 

variety of cultural activities, from 

live jazz to summertime festivals, 

theater, lecture series and more.

CAPE COD, MASSACHUSETTS

The hook-shaped peninsula of Cape 

Cod is popular for its charming 

villages, seafood shacks, countless 

ice cream shoppes and endless 

water-based activities. Follow the 

Kennedy Legacy Trail that begins 

with the John F. Kennedy Museum 

and meanders through downtown 

Hyannis. As one of the world’s 

most romantic destinations, Cape 

Cod offers everything from beach 

combing to mini golf for the kids 

to fi shing and regular golf for the 

adults. Visit an oyster farm, tour 

the Maritime Museum, catch a 

movie at the drive-in theater. The 

options are endless in Cape Cod.
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AVYACHTS.COM 

20% OWNERSHIP. 100% LIFE CHANGING.


